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Education

University of Southern California, Los Angeles
Ph.D. in Computer Engineering Expected May 2016
Advisor: Ramesh Govindan & Minlan Yu
Thesis: Scalable, timely and accurate network management systems for datacenters
Sharif University of Technology, Tehran, Iran
MSc in Information Technology Engineering Jan 2010
Advisor: Hamid R. Rabiee
Thesis: LayeredCast: A hybrid peer-to-peer architecture for real-time layered video streaming over Internet
Sharif University of Technology, Tehran, Iran
BSc in Information Technology Engineering Sep 2007
Thesis: MobiSim: Design and implementation of a mobility model simulator in mobile ad-hoc networks

Research Interests

I develop networked systems based on Software-defined Networking (SDN) paradigm to achieve scalable,
timely and accurate network management. I am interested in measuring traffic and controlling switches
and middleboxes inside a network and at end-hosts.

Awards and Accomplishments

Google US/Canada Ph.D. fellowship in Computer Networking 2015
Student poster contest winner in NANOG on the Road - Los Angeles 2014
USC Provost Ph.D. fellowship recipient 2010
1st GPA among IT Engineering students & 2nd among CE 80+ (HW, SW, AI, IT) students in MSc 2010
1st GPA among IT Engineering students & 4th among 110+ CE (HW, SW, IT) students in BSc 2007

Publications

Software Defined Networking

1. M. Moshref, M. Yu, R. Govindan, A. Vahdat, SCREAM: Sketch Resource Allocation for Software-defined
Measurement, CoNEXT, 2015

2. O. Alipourfard, M. Moshref, M. Yu, Re-evaluating Measurement Algorithms in Software, HotNets, 2015
3. M. Moshref, M. Yu, R. Govindan, A. Vahdat, DREAM: Dynamic Resource Allocation for Software-defined
Measurement, SIGCOMM, 2014

4. M. Moshref, A. Bhargava, A. Gupta, M. Yu, R. Govindan, Flow-level State Transition as a New Switch
Primitive for SDN, HotSDN, 2014

5. M. Moshref, M. Yu, A. Sharma, R. Govindan, Scalable Rule Management for Data Centers, NSDI, 2013
6. M. Moshref, M. Yu, R. Govindan, Resource/Accuracy Tradeoffs in Software-Defined Measurement,
HotSDN, 2013

7. M. Moshref, M. Yu, A. Sharma, R. Govindan, vCRIB: Virtualized Rule Management in the Cloud, Hot-
Cloud, 2012
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P2P Video Streaming

8. M. Moshref, R. Motamedi, H. Rabiee, M. Khansari, LayeredCast - A Hybrid Peer-to-Peer Live Layered
Video Streaming Protocol, International Symposium on Telecommunication (IST), 2010

9. M. Moshref, H. Rabiee, S. Nari, Challenges and Solutions in Peer-to-peer Live Video Streaming, Tech.
rep. Computer Engineering, Sharif University of Technology, 2009

Mobile Ad-hoc Networks

10. M. Mousavi, H. Rabiee, M. Moshref, A. Dabirmoghaddam, Mobility Pattern Recognition in Mobile Ad-
Hoc Networks, ACM International Conference on Mobile Technology, Applications and Systems,
2007

11. M. Mousavi, H. Rabiee, M. Moshref, A. Dabirmoghaddam, Model Based Adaptive Mobility Prediction
in Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks, IEEE WiCOM, 2007

12. M. Mousavi, H. Rabiee,M.Moshref, A. Dabirmoghaddam, Mobility Aware Distributed Topology Control
in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks with Model Based Adaptive Mobility Prediction, IEEE WiMob, 2007

13. M. Mousavi, H. Rabiee, M. Moshref, A. Dabirmoghaddam, MobiSim: A Framework for Simulation of
Mobility Models in Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks, IEEE WiMob, 2007

Others

14. M. Moshref, A. Sharma, H. Madhyastha, L. Golubchik, R. Govindan, MRM: Delivering Predictability and
Service Differentiation in Shared Compute Clusters, Tech. rep. Computer Science, USC, 2013

15. A. Gharakhani, M. Moshref, Evaluating Iran’s Progress in ICT Sector Using e-Readiness Index, A System
Dynamics Approach, International System Dynamics Conference, 2007

Work in Progress

16. M. Moshref, M. Yu, R. Govindan, A. Vahdat, Trumpet: Timely and Precise Triggers in Data Centers,
Submitted to SIGCOMM, 2016

17. M. Moshref, A. Sharma, H. Madhyastha, L. Golubchik, R. Govindan, Paradise: Enabling Differentiated
Service with Predictable Completion Time in Shared Compute Clusters, In preparation

18. S. Zhu, J. Bi, C. Sun, H. Chen, Z. Zheng, H. Hu, M. Yu, M. Moshref, C. Wu, C. Zhang, HiPPA: a High-
Performance and Programmable Architecture for Network Function Virtualization, In preparation

Refereed Posters

19. M. Moshref, A. Bhargava, A. Gupta, M. Yu, R. Govindan, Flow-level State Transition as a New Switch
Primitive for SDN, SIGCOMM, 2014

20. M. Moshref, M. Yu, R. Govindan, A. Vahdat, DREAM: Dynamic Resource Allocation for Software-defined
Measurement, NANOG on the road, 2014

21. M. Moshref, M. Yu, R. Govindan, Software Defined Measurement for Data Centers, NSDI, 2013
22. M. Moshref, A. Sharma, H. Madhyastha, L. Golubchik, R. Govindan, MRM: Delivering Predictability and
Service Differentiation in Shared Compute Clusters, SoCC, 2013

Teaching and Advising Experience

Teaching Assistant
University of Southern California: Introduction to Operating Systems (CSCI350) 2014
Sharif University of Technology: Object Oriented System Design (2 semesters), Cryptography
Theory, Multimedia Systems, Web Programming, Information Technology Project Manage-
ment, Computer Workshop (3 semesters)

2005-2009

Guest Lectures
Computer Communications (CSCI551), University of Southern California 2015
Software Defined Networking (CSCI694b), University of Southern California 2014
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Mentoring
Omid Alipourfard (USC, CS Ph.D.): Optimizing Network Measurement in Software Switches 2015
Harsh Patel (USC, CS MSc): Virtualizing Rate-limiters in SDN 2014
Aditya Kamath (Viterbi-India program, Undergraduate): Implementing Sketches in Software
Switches

2014

Adhip Gupta (USC, CS MSc): Flow-level State Transition as a New Switch Primitive for SDN 2014
Apoorv Bhargava (USC, CS MSc): Flow-level State Transition as a New Switch Primitive for
SDN

2014

Professional Experience

Research Assistant, University of Southern California (Networked Systems Labora-
tory), Los Angeles

Spring 2011 - Present

• Resource allocation for accurate network measurement: I explored the tradeoff space of resource usage
versus accuracy for different network measurement primitives [6]. I quantified these tradeoffs in the
context of hierarchical heavy hitter detection for two primitives: flow-counters (TCAMs) and hash-
based counters (sketches). In addition, I proposed an SDN controller framework to allocate network
resources for concurrent measurement tasks while guaranteeing their accuracy for flow-counters
(DREAM [3]) and sketches (SCREAM [1]). I designed a fast and stable allocation control loop and
algorithms based on probabilistic bounds for estimating instantaneous measurement accuracy as a
feedback for the control loop. I released a prototype of DREAM for OpenFlow switches and Floodlight
framework.
• Timely accurate measurement on software switches: I quantified the performance and accuracy effects
of different memory-saving algorithms for network measurement on software switches based on
a Click + DPDK implementation [2]. Then I developed a timely and accurate event detection for
datacenters, Trumpet [16]: I designed the network-wide event definition language and the controller
system to support the events using triggers at end-hosts. I developed a fast packet processing
framework at end-hosts on top of DPDK to run expressive measurement codes for triggers.
• Scalable rule management: I proposed vCRIB [5, 7] as a scalable way to place networking rules dy-
namically in a datacenter having devices with limited rule capacity. I proposed an approximation
algorithm with a proved bound plus an online refinement algorithm to solve a novel version of
bin-packing optimization problem for rule placement.
• State machines for programming switches: I proposed a switch programming primitive to support
state machines inside switches. I led two graduate students in developing FAST [4], the controller
framework and the switch architecture (using components already available in commodity switches)
to support the new primitive.
• Differentiated service with predictable completion time for Map-Reduce: I proposed MRM [14, 22], a man-
agement system for Map-Reduce framework. MRM provides service differentiation to delay-sensitive
jobs along with predictable finish times for all jobs, delay-sensitive as well as delay-tolerant, in en-
terprise data analytics clusters shared by multiple users. I used Gaussian Processes to predict tasks
duration. My implementation on a 40-node Hadoop cluster and simulations show MRM superior
performance vs. priority queues and FCFS queues.

Graduate Student Researcher, Sharif University of Technology (Digital Media Labo-
ratory), Tehran, Iran

Fall 2006 - Winter 2010

• Developed MobiSim [13], a mobility trace generator, evaluator, and analyzer framework. I Maintained
the code on SourceForge.com and it had over 5k downloads and 60 citations. I also used MobiSim to
improve distance prediction in Ad-hoc networks [11], propose new power-aware topology manage-
ment protocol [12], and test a new mobility pattern recognition algorithm [10].
• Proposed LayeredCast [8], a hybrid live layered video streaming protocol on peer-to-peer networks.
LayeredCast pushes the basic layer of video frames in a tree topology to guarantee smooth video
play and pulls the enhanced layers in a mesh topology to improve video quality wherever extra
bandwidth is available. I evaluated LayeredCast in an innovative simulation framework on top of
OMNET++.
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J2EE Developer, System Group (Sepehre Mehr), Tehran, Iran Summer 2007
Sepehre Mehr was a web-based educational software development startup company bought by System
Group, one of the largest software companies in Iran.
• Developed the exam module in their online education system using J2EE framework (Hibernate and
Jboss)
• Performed the analyze phase of a faculty assessment system in the medical branch during one week
on-site interviews with administrative staffs in Shiraz University

Flash Application Programmer, Simin Negar, Tehran, Iran Winter 2007
Simin Negar is a startup company established by former AICTC employees. I got a contract to develop an
object oriented Flash quiz generator application with 7 templates which connects to a CMS using an XML
interface. The templates were used in exams for almost 20 courses.

CMS Supporter, AICTC, Tehran, Iran 2004 - 2006
AICTC is a startup company related to Sharif University of Technology providing consulting services and
developing and localizing open-source portals.
• Produced e-learning contents as the standard model for out-sourced companies that create SCORM-
based online university courses
• Developed interfaces for uPortal channels using HTML, XSD and CSS
• Took the initiative to learn HyperContent CMS which uses an XML based form generator and XSD
based templates to generate online courses
• Set up AICTC CMS group, training the members and presenting on-site workshops for customer’s IT
staffs

Presentations

• DREAM: Dynamic Resource Allocation for Software-defined Measurement, SIGCOMM & Samsung
Electronics, 2014
• Flow-level State Transition as a New Switch Primitive for SDN, HotSDN, 2014
• Resource Virtualization for Software Defined Networks: NEC Labs & RSRG group in Caltech & Center
for Networked Systems in UCSD & CS department in Princeton University & CS201 Seminar course
in UCLA, 2014
• Scalable Rule Management for Data Centers, NSDI & Cognizant Technologies, 2013
• vCRIB: Virtualized Rule Management in the Cloud, HotCloud, 2012

Academic Service

Journal Review: Transaction on Networking, Transaction on Communication, Transactions on Depend-
able and Secure Computing, Transactions on Network and Service Management, Transactions on Parallel
and Distributed Systems, Communications Letters, Wireless Networks (WINE), Computer Communication
Review

External Reviewer: PAM’15, Performance’15, ANCS’14, HotCloud’14, HotSDN’14, CoNEXT’14

Co-chair for NSDI Shadow PC (2013, 2014, 2015)
We selected a representative set of NSDI submitted papers to review. We set-up HotCRP similar to the
original conference and hold PC meetings to practice the decision making process. At the end, we shared
our reviews with authors and compared our decisions and reviews with actual PC’s for a subset of papers.
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Masoud Moshref Javadi - Research Statement
I am a systems researcher in the field of computer networking. I propose efficient algorithms (ap-
proximation, greedy, distributed, scheduling), define abstractions (hide complexities, are general,
expose tradeoffs) and develop systems (fast, distributed, at switches and end-hosts) to solve real-
world networking problems. In particular, I am interested in designing and implementing systems
for operators to manage networks more efficiently. My research is motivated by the fact that we
need to achieve high levels of performance and availability in networks with huge scale, but our
solutions for managing networks are primitive. Thus, I build scalable, timely and accurate
network management systems.

New networks especially datacenter networks have tight requirements in scale, timeliness and accu-
racy. Datacenter networks have huge scale: They connect hundreds of thousands of servers inside
a datacenter using thousands of network switches that must work in coordination. The bandwidth
demand on these networks is in the millions of Gbps and is doubling every 12 months. Thou-
sands of users concurrently use the network for applications with diverse requirements. Networks
must work accurately: An inaccurate network control can cause congestion and packet losses that
damage the performance of prevalent short connections. A challenge is that a device failure is a
common event because such networks are usually built upon commodity devices. Networks must
react fast: The end-to-end latency requirement is in microseconds. Traffic patterns among servers
are unpredictable and change rapidly in tens of milliseconds.

However, the management tools for operators are too limited. Network operators are involved
in every aspect of datacenters from design and deployment to operation, from fault detection to
application performance optimization to security. However, they have a limited view of network
events and limited tools to control the response to the events. Inaccurate measurement tools prevent
operators from knowing where bandwidth bottlenecks are and why network packets are delayed.
Slow measurement tools increase the delay of detecting a failure or an attack to minutes. Even after
detecting the events, the control system that reacts to the events must scale to thousands of switches
and hundreds of application requirements. Slow control systems cannot react in milliseconds to
be effective for the variable network traffic patterns and to hide the effect of failures and resource
congestions from user applications. Moreover, current inaccurate control systems let errors and
human mistakes go through and cause inaccessible services for hours even in big companies like
Google and Time Warner cable.

Dissertation Work

Software-Defined Networking (SDN), a new trend in networking, distinguishes two layers in net-
works: the control plane running at a logically centralized server that enforces high-level policies
by making routing decisions and the data plane at switches that applies the decisions in forwarding
traffic. The centralized controller receives measurements from switches and sends routing decisions
to them using a standard protocol (e.g., OpenFlow). SDN allows users to define their own virtual
networks on top of the shared physical network and to measure and control them through the
applications running on the controller. The operators must decide where and how to run those
applications to scale to thousands of users on top of thousands of switches with limited resources
without compromising accuracy or timeliness.
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Network management involves both measurement and control since controlling a network is not
possible without observing the events in the network. In my dissertation, I built both accurate and
timely measurement systems and timely and scalable network control systems. I worked on systems
that run on hardware switches and end-hosts. For hardware switches, I defined general abstractions
for operators that free them from the complexities imposed by hardware resource limitations. For
end-hosts, I studied the effect of computer architecture on packet processing and used the result to
improve measurement and control systems.

Accurate, yet resource efficient, measurement: Measurement tasks require significant band-
width, memory and processing resources, and the resources dedicated to these tasks affect the
accuracy of the eventual measurement. However, the resources are limited, and datacenters must
support a variety of concurrent measurement tasks. Thus, it is important to design a measurement
system that can support many tasks and keep all of them accurate on a network with limited
resources.

Measurement tasks can be implemented using different primitives with different resource accuracy
tradeoffs. I qualitatively and quantitatively explored the tradeoff space of resource usage versus
accuracy for three different primitives [6]: (a) Flow counters monitor traffic in hardware switches
using expensive and power hungry TCAM (ternary content-addressable memory) and are available
in commodity switches. (b) Hash-based counters can express many more measurement task types
with higher accuracy and use cheap SRAM memory, but are not available yet. (c) Arbitrary
program fragments are more expressive, but they are only possible at end-hosts and have complex
resource-accuracy tradeoffs. Focusing on flow counters and hash-based counters, I noticed that
although the accuracy of a measurement task is a function of its allocated memory on each switch,
this function changes with traffic properties, which forces operators to provision for the worst case.

I developed DREAM [3] for flow counters and SCREAM [2] for hash-based counters to provide
operators with the abstraction of guaranteed measurement accuracy that hides resource limits
from operators. The insight is to dynamically adjust resources devoted to each measurement task
and multiplex TCAM and SRAM entries temporally and spatially among them to support more
accurate tasks on limited resources. The key idea is an estimated accuracy feedback from each task
that enables iterative allocations. I proposed new algorithms to solve three challenges: (a) Network-
wide measurement tasks that can correctly merge measurement results from multiple switches with
a variable amount of resources. (b) Online accuracy estimation algorithms for each type of task that
probabilistically analyse their output without knowing the ground-truth. (c) A scalable resource
allocation algorithm that converges fast and is stable.

I built a prototype of DREAM on OpenFlow switches with three network-wide measurement task
types (heavy hitter, hierarchical heavy hitter and change detection), and I showed that DREAM
can support 30% more concurrent tasks with up to 80% more accurate measurements than fixed
allocation. For SCREAM, I have implemented heavy hitter, hierarchical heavy hitter and super
source detection task types. Simulations on real-world traces show that SCREAM can support 2x
more tasks with higher accuracy than the state-of-the-art static allocation and the same number
of tasks with comparable accuracy as an oracle that is aware of future task resource requirements.

Scalable, timely and accurate measurement: With growing concerns of the cost, management
difficulty and expressiveness of hardware network switches, there is a new trend of moving mea-
surement and other network functions to software switches at end-hosts. I implemented a subset of
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measurement algorithms in software to re-evaluate their accuracy and performance for traffic traces
with different properties [1]. I observed that modern multicore computer architectures have signif-
icantly increased their cache efficiency and cache size to the extent that it can fit the working set
of many measurement tasks with a usually skewed access pattern. As a result, complex algorithms
that trade off memory for CPU and access many memory entries to compress the measurement data
structure are harmful to packet processing performance. Then I developed an expressive scalable
measurement system on servers, Trumpet [8], that monitors every packet in 10G links with small
CPU overhead and reports events in less than 10ms even in the presence of an attack. Trumpet is
an event monitoring system in which users define network-wide events, and a centralized controller
installs triggers at end-hosts, where triggers run arbitrary codes to test for local conditions that
may signal the network-wide events. The controller aggregates these signals and determines if the
network-wide event indeed occurred.

Scalable control: In SDN, applying many high-level policies such as access control requires
many fine-grained rules at switches, but switches have limited rule capacity. This complicates the
operator’s job as she needs to worry about the constraints on switches. I leveraged the opportunity
that there can be different places, on or off the shortest path of flows, to apply rules if we accept
some bandwidth overhead and proposed vCRIB [5,7] to provide operators with the abstraction of a
scalable rule storage. vCRIB automatically places rules on hardware switches and end-hosts with
enough resources and minimizes the bandwidth overhead. I solved three challenges in its design: 1)
Separating overlapping rules may change their semantics, so vCRIB partitions overlapping rules to
decouple them. 2) vCRIB must pack partitions on switches considering switch resources. I solved
this as a new bin-packing problem by a novel approximation algorithm with a proved bound. I
modeled the resource usage of rule processing at end-hosts and generalized the solution to both
hardware switches and end-hosts. 3) Traffic patterns change over time. vCRIB minimizes traffic
overhead using an online greedy algorithm that adaptively changes the location of partitions in
the face of traffic changes and VM migration. I demonstrate that vCRIB can find feasible rule
placements with less than 10% traffic overhead when traffic-optimal rule placement is infeasible.

Timely control: Current SDN interface, OpenFlow, requires the centralized controller to be in-
volved actively in any stateful decision even though the event and action happen on the same
switch. This adds 10s of ms delay on packet processing and huge computation overhead on the
controller, which makes it hard for operators to implement middlebox functionalities in SDN. I
proposed a new control primitive in SDN, flow-level state machines, that enables the controller to
proactively program switches to run dynamic actions based on local information without involving
the controller. I developed FAST [4], the controller and the switch architecture using components
already available in commodity switches to support the new primitive. This motivated a collabo-
ration with Tsinghua University on HiPPA [9] project that dynamically chains state machines in
hardware and software in order to improve the performance of software-based middleboxes and the
flexibility of hardware-based ones.

Future Work

My dissertation work focuses more on measurement, but once a controller can observe network
events in a scalable, timely and accurate fashion, it can achieve a lot using that information. In
the future, I will focus on how far we can push these attributes in network control and what new
services they will make possible. My approaches are (a) Defining new primitives that allow the
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right delegation of network control functionalities among end-hosts, hardware switches and the
controller. (b) Exploring the tradeoff between scalability, timeliness, accuracy and other aspects
such as quality of service (QoS), privacy and power efficiency. (c) Defining the right abstraction
based on the tradeoff that hides the complexities inside the network from operators and developing
systems that implement the abstraction in an efficient and reliable way.

Ensuring network isolation and fairness: One of the main concerns of businesses for moving
services to public clouds is how collocating applications of different businesses on the same set of
servers and the same network affects their performance. Different applications require different
classes of service from a network. Different classes should not affect each other, and flows in the
same class should receive fair service with minimum overhead. Current solutions are not scalable
and timely enough: First, the scale of the problem is large as there are millions of flows per second
in a datacenter, and a flow may compete for resources with other flows at multiple places around
the network. However, CPU cores at servers and traffic shapers (queues) at switches are limited.
Second, contention can happen in very small time-scales. My observation is that there are different
places in a datacenter that can apply fairness and isolation with different tradeoffs and improve
scalability, e.g., hypervisor and NIC at servers and traffic shapers at switches inside the network.
I will explore the tradeoff of accuracy, timeliness and resource usage among these options. In
addition, a timely measurement system can help timely reaction to flow contentions. I will design
a scalable and fast coordinating system that responds to flow interactions in small time-scales and
provides the abstraction of an isolated fair network to operators.

Scalable middlebox control: The number of middleboxes (usually stateful devices that inspect
and manipulate traffic instead of just forwarding it, e.g., intrusion detection) and their management
overhead is comparable to network switches. Today, datacenters use expensive hardware to go
through traffic in line rate for tasks such as attack detection and load balancing. This solution
is not scalable to the fast increasing traffic inside datacenters where different tenants use each
other’s services. On the other hand, software middleboxes (network function virtualization) impose
overhead on CPUs at servers, network bandwidth and packet latency. To make a scalable solution,
part of the computation inside middleboxes can be delegated to network measurement in order to
filter their input traffic, reduce their overhead and guide their scale. For example, I want to explore
how network measurement can dynamically select the traffic that must go through the middleboxes,
what is the right primitive to let middleboxes delegate their computations to measurement elements,
and how to attribute the resource usage of a middlebox to traffic properties in order to scale out/up
middlebox resources efficiently.

Accurate network control by packet-level network-wide validation & diagnosis: Network
operators change network configuration frequently because of device faults/upgrades, new appli-
cations and variable traffic patterns. However, there are simply too many places that can induce
error: the translation of policies to switch configurations; interaction of different configurations
(sometimes at different switches); saving the configurations at network switches; and hardware
faults at switches. Such errors may only affect a subset of packets but still damage the performance
of applications. Unfortunately, they are not detectable by traditional measurement tools (e.g.,
SNMP) or current static configuration checkers. The only way to make sure network control is ac-
curate is through validation. I plan to develop a system to automatically translate control policies
and network-wide invariants to the right packet-level measurement tasks and validate them. In
addition, I will explore the solutions to diagnose the root-cause of a validation failure.
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Controlling heterogeneous networks: In the near future, new networking technologies such
as Intelligent NICs with TCAM, optical switches with fast configuration capabilities and wireless
communication among racks will be deployed in production datacenters and will co-exist with cur-
rent technologies. However, still there is no complete control system to help operators decide when
and how to use such technologies. For example, I want to explore what types of applications benefit
from intelligent NICs and how to dynamically push network functionalities to them without involv-
ing the operator. Moreover, I am interested in detecting traffic demands online and automatically
scheduling them on Ethernet, optical networks and wireless networks to improve quality of service
(QoS).

The marriage of measurement primitives: The work on measurement is not finished. Al-
though, in my previous work, I explored the tradeoffs for different measurement primitives, I have
never examined how to combine different primitives to leverage their strength points to cover each
other weaknesses. For example, while sketches may find heavy hitters fast, their output always has
some random errors. In contrast, flow-counters always provide exact values but must iterate to find
a heavy hitter. In applications such as accounting where we need exact counters for heavy users,
these two primitives can collaborate to detect heavy hitters fast with exact numbers. Similarly, ex-
pressive code-fragments at end-hosts can guide expensive measurements inside the network. There
are other interesting cases for combining sampling with flow-counters and so on.
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Masoud Moshref Javadi - Teaching Statement
Teaching and advising are essential and exciting parts of an academic career. I can teach networking
and operating systems along with introductory programming courses in undergraduate level and
present software-defined networking, cloud computing and distributed systems in graduate level.
I look forward to mentoring students to learn and practice critical thinking, problem-solving and
presentation skills.

I love learning, and I enjoy helping others experience the learning process. That is why I started
teaching back in my undergraduate study in Sharif University of Technology where I was TA for
many courses. An exceptional experience was the Computer Workshop lab for freshmen that is
taught completely by senior and graduate students under the supervision of a faculty and a head
TA. I presented for two semesters and was the head TA once. In USC during my Ph.D., I was TA
for undergraduate Operating Systems (OS) course that involved a major programming project. I
presented lectures for guiding 70 students through the project, held office hours and graded the
project assignment. I have also been the guest lecturer for two courses and advised undergraduate
and graduate students. In the following, I describe my teaching philosophy to facilitate learning
and my goals in course development.

Learning by doing: I believe students will be more excited to learn about a topic once they
use it in experience even in an emulated environment. When something does not work in the
experience, students have to refer back to theories and techniques they may have overlooked during
the lecture. Even better, once students work on real systems (many available open-source), they
learn the complexities of actual systems, an experience that is also valued in the industry. When I
was TA for the OS course, I held office hours to answer students question for a project on Pintos
(an instructional OS). I had to review different concepts such as synchronization and memory
management for students to help them finish the project.

Learning by immediate feedback: Learning is not possible without feedback. There are many
ways to reduce the time to give feedback to students: (a) For the hands-on projects, the public
test cases uncover (sometimes trivial) mistakes for students in an instance. Thus, they do not
need to wait until office hours. (b) For many of the hands-on experiences, it is possible to make a
competition. I remember I had a cloud computing course in USC, and the goal was to implement
the fastest distributed system to process texts and photos in a photo-sharing service. Being able
to compare the performance of my implementation with other groups was a continuous motivation.
(c) I found the online discussion forums (e.g., Piazza) very helpful for students to get answers on
recurring questions fast. In addition, they provide a platform for students to share knowledge.

Learning through research in graduate courses: I believe graduate courses should be designed
around research through different practices: (a) Reviewing basic (sometimes old) papers because in
computer science old ideas come up again and again in new contexts. I was thrilled during Advanced
Operating Systems course in USC to know how much designing a fast remote procedure call has
common with new techniques for bypassing network stack. (b) Reviewing state-of-the-art papers
by a presentation from authors or guest lecturers. I have been the guest lecturer in two courses
in USC describing my work and a topic in my research. I enjoyed the experience that students
could ask directly about the process of coming up with the idea, the research challenges and future
work, the opportunity that is not possible just by reading papers. (c) Performing a research project
on a cutting edge problem but in small scale. This provides a taste of what happens in research
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laboratories, but it can result in a publication (most likely a workshop paper) in a semester. I have
advised a few graduate students on their course projects, which ended up with a workshop paper.
Because the project was small, two graduate students could finish it during a semester and even
have enough time to make mistakes and try different solutions.

Course development: I am looking forward to presenting courses on special topics such as cloud
computing, datacenter networks, distributed systems, optimization in networking and software-
defined networking for graduate level. Especially, I will pitch the courses around real-world net-
working problems when computing happens at large scale with low delay and high availability
requirements. I show how to abstract a problem to apply theory and how to make it practical us-
ing system building techniques. I also want students to read papers about operational networking
systems in the experience track of conferences in order to understand how research ideas are real-
ized in operation and what challenges happen in deploying the systems. For undergraduate level, I
can teach courses on networks, operating systems, data structures and introductory programming
courses.
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